Cluster Obj 2: Livelihood Seasonal Inputs
July Dashboard

NUMBERS OF TARGETED BENEFICIARIES ASSISTED BY DISTRICT

RESPONSE BY MODALITY

785,618*
* Refers to people assisted through SO2 from Feb - July
87% Livelihood inputs – In-kind (Agriculture and Livestock)

13% Cash
0% Voucher

PEOPLE TARGETED

2.4 Million
50% men 50% women

PARTNERS REPORTING

21 partners

FUNDING REQUIRED

Requirement: US$353 million

Funded 74% Funding Gap 26%

Strategic objective 2 update

During the calendar months of July, FSC partners assisted 161,597 beneficiaries with seasonal inputs. Cumulatively, for the 2019 GU season, 785,618 people were reached: representing 32% of target.

For the responses provided during the calendar Month of July, FAO contributed 69%, Human Appeal 9%, VSF Suisse 5%, VSF Germany 4%, CWW 3%, NAPAD, WVI & AADSOM each contributed 2% and remaining 4% being provided by NAPAD, WARDI, ADO, WHH and Mercy Corps.

There is need to invest in the upcoming season bearing in mind if the “Dyer opportunity” is lost, next harvest will be GU 2020.

Farm produce presentation in Somalia
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Quality drought-tolerant seed varieties needed to replenish depleted seed stocks, as well as farm tools, irrigation and cultivation services to prepare for the fourth coming season.
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